
SRG Invasion Games Knowledge Organiser Year 3 & 4 (part 3) Tag Rugby

Key Knowledge
Learn these key facts (the key points are in red)

Key Vocabulary
Understand the Key Words

Key Focus Sports
Which sports we’ll be playing

Different Passes
When playing sports such as tag rugby passing is very
important - these are the three key passes.

Word Definition Rugby (Tag Rugby)
Rugby is played between two teams
of 15 or 13 (Rugby Union & Rugby
League)

Like Rugby - in Tag Rugby, the ball
must only be passed sideways or
backwards. A try is scored when the
ball is placed on the ground (with
downward pressure) behind the
opponents tryline. The team with the
highest number of tries wins the
match.

Tag Rugby drills involve passing and
handling drills

Attack To try and score a try over your opponents tryline

Basic Pass
Two hands must be on the ball at all times. Hold the belly
(widest part) of the ball and swing your arms across your
body to release the ball. The ball should be above your
hip.

Defend To protect your tryline from your opponents

Invasion This is the aim of the game - to attack the other
team’s territory to score a try.

Spin or Spiral Pass
This is the same set-up as the basic pass with one
exception - the ball is spun through the air with the lower
hand twisting the ball on release.

Pass To successfully send and receive the ball from a
team mate.

Possession When you or teammates have the ball

Pop Pass
This pass is very similar to the basic pass. It should be
used when passing to a teammate who is close to you.
The ball should simply be popped into the air and hang
there for a teammate to run on to. This is the easiest type
of pass to catch as a receiver. Hold the ball vertically. Flex
your fingertips in an upward motion.

Receive Taking possession of the ball from a teammate.
The W shape is very important here.

Send Using your hands to push the ball to a teammate.

Tag Each player has two tags attached to a belt. When
a tag is removed by an opponent, they  have 3
steps & 3 seconds to pass the ball.

Try To touch the ball down in your opponents in-goal
area - past the tryline.

Catching the ball
To catch the ball, hands should be in front of your body
and in the W shape or Oval shape with your fingertips
spread.


